
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of enterprise risk analyst. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for enterprise risk analyst

Facilitating delivery of Front Office initiatives, such as system migrations and
new products, ensuring Market Risk requirements are met
Providing analytical support to the risk system’s users to ensure that
calculated and reported risk measures (such as VaR, Stressed VaR, Stress
Testing Results, sensitivities etc) are robust and well understood
Coordinates Operational Risk Committee meeting materials and disseminates
to Committee members
Engage model builders (Market Risk, Front Office, ) and related function
groups personnel as necessary in order to pro-actively assess, document, and
independently validate mathematical models and their usage by the bank
Act as a SME on the banks chosen enterprise risk reporting tool (SAP BO) to
create and maintain training material interface with the current risk data SME
to develop knowledge on credit risk data
Data mining, reporting and database modeling experience is required
Defines team’s deliverables, content and quality metrics/Sets direction and
vision for the team
Manages performance, reward and recognition/Establishes succession plan
for key positions, including own
You will develop a thorough understanding of regulatory liquidity metrics
including Basel III LCR, NSFR, NCCF and FSA
Produce high quality regulatory and internal liquidity risk reports – LCR(daily),
NSFR (monthly), NCCF (monthly), FSA (monthly) and Internal NCF (Daily)
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1 or more years' experience in Audit (Internal /External) or Operational Risk &
Control testing or Compliance testing
Bachelors degree in business finance economics statistics accounting or other
applicable discipline or equivalent experience
CIA CPA or MBA preferred
Job-specific knowledge requirements, for example
Job-specific skill requirements
Advanced degree in a quantitative discipline such as Math, Physics, or
Finance


